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This catalog presents products made and offered under the DomDom brand.
We are a small handicraft workshop based on a long-term family tradition of
wood design and production. Today we develop and produce mainly wooden
toys, didactic aids, creative sets, decorative items, souvenirs, …
The products are mostly made of birch or poplar plywood, alder or beech solid
wood, sometimes veneer, but also plexiglass. You can also find lead glass.
Most of our products is our original design. Many of them are designed so that
you can – with your children – paint and finish them.
We also offer co-operation in realizing your own ideas – developing and
manufacturing both complete products and semi-products on CO2 laser and
CNC router.
Main features of DomDom workshop:
• Combination of manual production with modern technologies – CO2
laser, CNC router.
• Custom-made products according to your particular need.
• Products can be colored or left natural for children's own creative
finishing.
• Solid wood and plywood is used as material.
• All materials and paints are ecological, fully nature or certified.
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Summing marble run

DI-SUM-Z

An aid for visual addition of two numbers up to
ten.
A set of number cards allows you to pre-calculate
an example and set the expected result.
Insert the specified number of balls into each of
two upper slots with its lock closed. After
opening the locks, the balls are released to their
complicated path into the bottom summing slot
where the result can be read.
The sum can be predicted with number cards
inserted into pockets in a base and then
compared to the result.
Finally, the balls are dropped into a storage
pocket.

Material: birch plywood, steel balls, plexiglass
Size: cca 30 × 31 cm

Hundred Board

DI-T100-27

A wooden board with a blue square raster for
placing wooden square tiles with numbers from
1 to 100. Popular in montessori pedagogy. The
table is used to practice numbers from 1-100.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 27 × 27 cm

Pythagoras Board

DI-TPY-27

A wooden board with a red square raster for
placing wooden square tiles with numbers of 1 to
10 multiplication table. Popular in montessori
pedagogy. The table is used to practice
multiplication of 1 to 10.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 27 × 27 cm

Wooden kit ”non-cubes”

DI-NEK

A set of 27 little boulders made of solid alder
wood. Finished with a mixture of olive oil and
pure beeswax. Natural material, friendly to
nature. The kit is packaged in a recycled
cardboard box.
You can lay stones down on their edges so that
they are bound (just like real stone in a wall) or
flat – it is easier because they are equally thick.

Wooden pyramid of Sun

DI-PS-4-2

Unconventional wooden pyramid-kit – no classic
central stem is used, so even the smallest children
cannot fall on it. It develops motor skills, precise
handling, and the ability to compare sizes.
It serves as a training tool for digits up to five. The
parts-storeys fit in well thanks to shallow pocket
embedded in the upper surface. Each floor has a
digit at the bottom and holes at the top in that
beads or small balls can be counted.
It comes finished with only natural beeswax with
olive oil or painted in montessori colors.
Suitable for children from 10 months.

Material: solid alder
Size: 8,5 × 12,5 cm

Wooden pyramid of Light DI-PZ-0-2
Unconventional wooden pyramid-kit – no classic
central stem is used, so even the smallest children
cannot fall on it. It develops motor skills, precise
handling, and the ability to compare sizes.
It serves as a training tool for digits up to five. The
parts-storeys fit in well thanks to shallow pocket
embedded in the upper surface. Each floor has a
digit at the bottom and holes at the top in that
beads or small balls can be counted.
It comes finished with only natural beeswax with
olive oil or painted in montessori colors.
Suitable for children from 10 months.

Material: solid alder
Size: 8,5 × 12,5 cm

Wooden pyramid Apis

DI-PA-6-2

Unconventional wooden pyramid-kit – no classic
central stem is used, so even the smallest children
cannot fall on it. It develops motor skills, precise
handling, and the ability to compare sizes.
It serves as a training tool for digits up to five. The
parts-storeys fit in well thanks to shallow pocket
embedded in the upper surface. Each floor has a
digit at the bottom and holes at the top in that
beads or small balls can be counted.
It comes finished with only natural beeswax with
olive oil or painted in montessori colors.
Suitable for children from 10 months.

Material: solid alder
Size: 8,5 × 12,5 cm

Abacus

DI-POC-D

A little unconventional ball abacus, where the
balls are inserted into the numbered holes. The
aid is suitable for school and pre-school children,
it is used for getting basic mathematical
concepts, but also for fine motor skills training.
The device contains a large pocket – a ball
magazine and a small pocket – a "storage" (no
need to hold the counted balls in hand).
Numered holes are used to add and subtract and
then check the calculation. The set includes 21
balls of two colors for better recognition. The
balls hold well in the pockets and holes, but they
can also be replaced with flat multi-colored
wooden disks that are even more stable.

Material: birch plywood, glass balls
Size: 29 × 19 cm

Numerals

DI-DIG-A

puzzle

Didactic aid puzzle for practicing digits.
Children learn to count the dots and assign the
color part to the correct number. It verifies the
accuracy by matching shapes.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 20 × 13 cm

Roman numerals

DI-DIG-R

puzzle

Didactic aid puzzle for practicing
numerals.

Roman

Children learn to count the dots and assign the
color part to the correct number. It verifies the
accuracy by matching shapes.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 20 × 13 cm

Balancing labyrinth

DI-LAB

with marbles

Labyrinth is a gadget for eye-hand coordination.
It is designed mainly for school and preschool
children, helping to release hand as a preparation
for writing.
It can also be used when working with
handicapped, seniors, rehabilitation after an
injury …
Each of the four animals has a path of a different
character that needs balancing to deliver the ball
from the beginning to the end and back. The ball
should not fall out. The difficulty of the solution
increases with the size of the ball used.

Material: birch plywood, glass and steel balls Size: cca
20 × 29 cm
Shapes: sheep, hedgehog, snail, turtle

Big flower

DI-SEQ-L

for sequences

The big flower allows the creation of color
pattern and the practice of their reproduction. It
can also be used to practice colors, sorting and
ordering them.
Practicing fine motor skills and gripping small
items. Helps train logic and create groups
according to certain regularity. Helps cultivate
patience, concentration, and colors feelings. It
can also be used for rehabilitation.
At the beginning of the spiral path, we make up a
combination of colored tokens. The child
repeatedly puts the same pattern together as if
threading beads.
The combinations can differ in complexity, so
different difficulty can be exercised. Though it
looks simple, even an adult needs to concentrate
to avoid mistakes :-)
Material: birch plywood 6 mm Size: cca 26 × 26 cm

Small flower

DI-SEQ-S

for sequences

The small flower allows the creation of color
pattern and the practice of their reproduction. It
can also be used to practice colors, sorting and
ordering them.
Practicing fine motor skills and gripping small
items. Helps train logic and create groups
according to certain regularity. Helps cultivate
patience, concentration, and colors feelings. It
can also be used for rehabilitation.
At the beginning of the circle path, we make up a
combination of colored tokens. The child
repeatedly puts the same pattern together as if
threading beads. The pattern can also be
mirrored on the opposite end of the path.
The combinations can differ in complexity, so
different difficulty can be exercised. Though it
looks simple, even an adult needs to concentrate
to avoid mistakes :-)
Material: birch plywood 6 mm
Size: cca 18 × 18 cm

World map

DI-MAP-S

In geography, it helps to get oriented in the layout
and naming of the Earth's continents.
Continets can be spilt out of the map and
inserted to proper positions again.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 34 × 15 cm

Shapes and colors

DI-TB

Didactic aid for the development of fine grip and
motor skills, and recognition of colors and
shapes. You can choose multi-color, „Montessori“,
or natural (not painted) version .

Material: birch plywood 3mm
Size: 20 × 8,5 cm

Tangram

DI-TAN

A seven-part puzzle from ancient China. In the
basic layout, parts form a square. You can make
up countless interesting pictures from the pieces.
The point of the game is to compose a picture of
all the pieces. The parts must touch and not
overlap. Work either according to your own
imagination or according to countless available
templates.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 11 × 11 cm

Pentomino

DI-PEN

A set of twelve pieces, each of five squares,
stylized in the shape of animals. They can be
made up in 2339 different ways into the frame :-)
The point of the game is to put all the pieces
down into the rectangular frame so that the frame
is exactly filled - the pieces must not overlap and
no area in the frame must remain empty.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 12.5 × 20 cm

Tie-up set with buttons

DI-PRO-K

Didactic aid for fine motor skills practicing. Tieup the cord and sew on buttons.

Material: birch plywood 3mm
Size: 21 × 15 cm

Pairs memory game

DI-PX-ZOO

ZOO

A game focused on memory and concentration
training. It contains ten pairs of cards with
pictures of well known animals.
Cards have a natural surface and children like to
color them.

Material: birch plywood 3mm
Card size: 4 × 4 cm

Research flowerpot

DI-PK

creative set for little researchers
It gives children an opportunity to watch what is
happening with germinating seeds. When the
bag is closed, the plant does not need to be
watered – the water always condenses and sinks
downward as it does in the wild.
Put a piece of folded tissue or cotton wool and the
seeds you want to observe in the enclosed bag.
Gently sprinkle with water to make the seeds
moist and close the bag. Put the bag in a preassembled and hand-decorated flowerpot – and
watch.

Material: birch or poplar plywood 3 mm
Size: 16 × 11 cm

Dwarf home

HR-TD

A little dwarf dwells in a small, cozy house and
invites you for a little cup of herb tea.
Hand cut from a single piece of alder wood. The
surface is gently ground and finished with
beeswax and oil. Color version available
optionally.

Material: solid alder
Width: 15 cm

Wooden money box

PO-DP-128

Wooden money box made of solid alder. The
surface is finished with natural wax and oil.
Peel off the protective foil before use.
Coins can be released after unscrewing the two
screws holding the transparent front cover. Use a
small screwdriver (PZ1 profile).

Material: solid alder, PET, beeswax
Size: cca 13 × 10 × 2,7 cm

Wood embroidery

TV-DV-P

thick plastic needle

Set for creative embroidery on different shapes
made of wood.

Material: birch plywood 3mm Hole size: 4 mm Shapes:
wheel, little horse, butterfly, little sun, heart

Wood embroidery

TV-DV-K

blunt metal needle

Set for creative embroidery on different shapes
made of wood.

Material: birch plywood 3mm
Holesize: 1,5 mm
Shapes: ear-drop, geometric, natural

Door

TV-DSF-S

to the world of fantasy – elf
Make your own secret entrance to the mystical
magic country.
Who lives behind the mysterious door? Is it a
fairy, an elf or a dwarf? It depends only on
children and their imagination.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 9 × 11 cm

Door

TV-DSF-V

to the world of fantasy – fairy
Make your own secret entrance to the mystical
magic country.
Who lives behind the mysterious door? Is it a
fairy, an elf or a dwarf? It depends only on
children and their imagination.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 9 × 11 cm

Door

TV-DSF-K

to the world of fantasy – wizard
Make your own secret entrance to the mystical
magic country.
Who lives behind the mysterious door? Is it a
fairy, an elf or a dwarf? It depends only on
children and their imagination.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 6 × 9.5 cm

Dreamcatcher

TV-LS

Originally an Indian ornament to hang. Set of
perforated wooden rings and various small
pieces. Everything is tied and composed with
cotton thread and merges into an airy composite.

Material: birch plywood 3mm, glass beads, feather,
cotton string
Size: cca 13 cm

Key home

TV-DE-DKS

A creative set for "accommodation" of two keys to
a common home.
Pass the color string loops through the openings
in both halves of a heart and hook the key ring
into the snap hook.
Upon return home, each half of the heart will
lodge on its side of the house.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 10 × 10,5 cm

Hearts for mum

TV-SM

A creative set suitable as a gift to Mother's Day.

Material: birch plywood 3mm Size: cca 6 × 12 cm

Picture stand

TV-SF-S

hearts

Set of parts for building a decorative stand for
photo or picture.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 10 × 6 cm

Flowers
in a pot

Set of parts for three decorative pots with
a flower.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 15 × 7 cm

TV-KK

Stick in decoration

TV-ZA

for wooden stick

Great fun when creating a cute decoration for
flower pots, vases, …

Material: birch plywood 3mm
Size: 6–8 cm
Shapes: pumpkin, bird, snowman, penguin

Rubber band decoration

TV-DG

Set of wooden little suns for creating with rubber
bands. Supports imagination and fine motor
skills.
Pulling rubber bands over the notches at the
"suns" edge, myriad of interesting patterns and
color combinations can be achieved, regular and
irregular. Rainbow rubber bands are great.

Material: birch plywood
Size: cca 7 cm

Harp

TV-HF-90

with rubber bands
Set of parts for decorative harp with rubber band
strings.

Material: birch plywood 3mm, rubber bands

Friends in T-shirt

TV-KAM

Set of wooden little animals for creating with
rubber bands. Supports imagination and fine
motor skills.
Pulling rubber bands over the notches on the
animal's body, myriad of interesting patterns and
color combinations can be achieved, regular and
irregular. Rainbow rubber bands are great.

Material: 3mm birch plywood
Size: 9 × 13 cm

Angel with crystal
The angel's surface is natural, unpainted. It can
be adorned with any appropriate technique
according to one's own imagination. Hook up a
crystal in the slot. It conjures rainbow flickers in
the sun lights.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 11 × 14 cm

Christmas tree
The tree surface is natural, unpainted. It can be
adorned with any appropriate technique
according to one's own imagination. Hook up a
crystal in the slot. It conjures rainbow flickers in
the sun lights.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 15 × 14 cm

Flower press

PR-LK-250

Simple press for natural herb material or leaves
collection. The oblong shape is more suitable for
flowers with a stem.

Material: birch plywood 6mm
Size: 25 × 14 cm

Leaves press

PR-LL-200

Simple press for natural herb material or leaves
collection. The square shape is more suitable for
leaves.

Material: birch plywood 6mm
Size: 20 × 20 cm

Candlestick

DE-SV-AP

bee

A candlestick made of solid alder wood. The
surface is softly ground and finished with a
natural mixture of beeswax and olive oil.
True beeswax candle included.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 10 × 2,7 cm

Candlestick

DE-SV-COR

heart

A candlestick made of solid alder wood. The
surface is softly ground and finished with a
natural mixture of beeswax and olive oil.
True beeswax candle included.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 10 × 2,7 cm

Candlestick

DE-SV-JJ

jin-jang

Two-part candlestick made of solid alder wood.
The surface is softly ground and finished with a
water-based wax coat.
True beeswax candles included.

Material: birch plywood
Size: 13 × 2,7 cm

Jumping Jack

LO-HAM-B

Jumping Jack (Hampelmann) is a moving figure,
historically known from Germany. Originally,
they were made of cardboard, and the theater was
played with them.
We produce them from plywood to make it more
durable :-) and we have developed our own gear
mechanism for them.

Material: birch plywood
Size: cca 22–24 cm
Painted surface.

Notes:
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